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INTRODUCTION

SINGLE-PHOTON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY (SPECT) is used
extensively in diagnostic nuclear medicine for qualita-
tively and quantitatively assessing radiopharmaceutical
distribution in vivo. A major limitation of both qualitative
and quantitative SPECT is inaccuracy due to incorrect
compensation for attenuated photons.
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Improvements in image quality and quantitation measurement, and the addition of detailed
anatomical structures are important topics for single-photon emission tomography (SPECT). The
goal of this study was to develop a practical system enabling both nonuniform attenuation correction
and image fusion of SPECT images by means of high-performance X-ray computed tomography
(CT). A SPECT system and a helical X-ray CT system were placed next to each other and linked
with Ethernet. To avoid positional differences between the SPECT and X-ray CT studies, identical
flat patient tables were used for both scans; body distortion was minimized with laser beams from
the upper and lateral directions to detect the position of the skin surface. For the raw projection data
of SPECT, a scatter correction was performed with the triple energy window method. Image fusion
of the X-ray CT and SPECT images was performed automatically by auto-registration of fiducial
markers attached to the skin surface. After registration of the X-ray CT and SPECT images, an X-
ray CT-derived attenuation map was created with the calibration curve for 99mTc. The SPECT
images were then reconstructed with scatter and attenuation correction by means of a maximum
likelihood expectation maximization algorithm. This system was evaluated in torso and cylindlical
phantoms and in 4 patients referred for myocardial SPECT imaging with Tc-99m tetrofosmin. In
the torso phantom study, the SPECT and X-ray CT images overlapped exactly on the computer
display. After scatter and attenuation correction, the artifactual activity reduction in the inferior wall
of the myocardium improved. Conversely, the incresed activity around the torso surface and the
lungs was reduced. In the abdomen, the liver activity, which was originally uniform, had recovered
after scatter and attenuation correction processing. The clinical study also showed good overlapping
of cardiac and skin surface outlines on the fused SPECT and X-ray CT images. The effectiveness
of the scatter and attenuation correction process was similar to that observed in the phantom study.
Because the total time required for computer processing was less than 10 minutes, this method of
attenuation correction and image fusion for SPECT images is expected to become popular in clinical
practice.
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Several methods of nonuniform attenuation correction
(NUAC) for SPECT images by means of sequential or
simultaneous transmission scans with an external source
such as 99mTc, 241Am or 153Gd have been reported1–9 and
are commercially available, but the clinical usefulness of
these methods remains debatable. On the other hand, the
utilization of X-ray computed tomography (CT) data for
attenuation correction has been proposed since the end of
the 1980s.10–13 This method is not widely used in clinics
and little information about its validity is available. A
combined system consisting of X-ray CT and SPECT or
positron emission tomography (PET) has recently been
developed14–16 and is expected to contribute greatly to
precise understanding of the anatomical and functional
states of diseased organs and the quantification of SPECT
images by NUAC, but integrated X-ray CT is not high-
performance and image quality is not sufficient for pre-
cise anatomical diagnosis.14 Even if a high-performance
X-ray CT is combined with SPECT, the examination
throughput of the combined systems is usually not very
high. The X-ray CT cannot be used to examine other
patients whenever a SPECT examination is being per-
formed. The examination times required for high-per-
formance X-ray CT and SPECT are very different, the

former requiring only a few minutes and the latter usually
requiring about 30 minutes. Furthermore, a SPECT appa-
ratus is not usually used for a SPECT study requiring an
additional X-ray CT examination. Therefore, more suit-
able systems are needed for clinical use. Such a demand
can now be reasonably met, since computer technology,
such as image processing and networking, has made rapid
progress in recent years. In view of these advances, we felt
that the use of a separate X-ray CT system for SPECT
NUAC should be reevaluated.

The goal of this study was to develop a practical system
enabling both NUAC and image fusion of SPECT images
with a separate high-performance X-ray CT system. The
performance of this system was then evaluated in phan-
tom and patient torso studies. Preliminary accounts of this
work have appeared elsewhere.17

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A SPECT/PET system (Forte, ADAC Laboratories,
Milpitas, CA) and a helical X-ray CT scanner (Prima,
Hitachi Medical Co., Tokyo) were used in the study. The
systems were placed adjacent to each other and linked by
Ethernet. To avoid positional differences between the
SPECT and X-ray CT studies, identical flat patient tables
were prepared for the two scanners. Body distortions were
adjusted for by applying a laser beam to the skin surface
from the upper and lateral directions. A cylindrical acrylic
tube (inner diamter: 4 mm, length: 15 mm) containing an
aqueous solution of 99mTc and a contrast medium was
used as a fiducial marker. These markers were attached to
the skin surface to obtain precise registration of both
images. Typically, 4 or 5 markers were used. The two
scans were performed sequentially.

SPECT acquisition was performed with a noncircular
orbit by means of dual detectors equipped with a low-
energy, high-resolution collimator. One hundred and
twenty-eight projections were acquired over 360° with 3
energy windows (140 keV ± 10%, 122 keV ± 2.5%, 158
keV ± 2.5%). Projection data were collected for 15 sec-
onds per view and into a 64 × 64 matrix with 5.9 mm
pixels.

The CT examination (120 kVp, 50 mAs, 1.0-second
scanning time, 7-mm section thickness) was performed in
the helical mode with a table speed of 5-mm per second.
Reconstruction was performed by means of a standard
reconstruction algorithm and a 512 × 512 matrix with a
0.74 mm pixel. The patients were asked to breathe shal-
lowly during the scanning period.

The scatter and attenuation correction software was
developed on a Pegasys workstation (ADAC Laborato-
ries, Milpitas, CA). A flowchart describing the process
is shown in Figure 1. For the projection of raw SPECT
data, scatter correction was performed by a triple energy
window (TEW) method.18 The reconstruction was per-
formed by means of a maximum likelihood expectation

Fig.  1    Flow-chart of scatter and attenuation correction for
SPECT imaging using separate X-ray CT image.
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Fig.  2    Torso phantom, uncorrected SPECT transverse images (upper row), X-ray CT derived
attenuation map (middle row), and overlapping X-ray CT and SPECT images (bottom row).

Fig.  3    Transverse images and myocardial polar maps of the thorax of a torso phantom. The images
are uncorrected (upper row), corrected for scatter and uncorrected for attenuation (middle row), and
corrected for both scatter and attenuation (bottom row). Polar maps are shown to the right.

Fig.  4    Transverse images of the abdomen of a torso phantom. The images are uncorrected (upper left),
corrected for scatter and uncorrected for attenuation (upper middle), and corrected for both scatter and
attenuation (upper right). Profile curves are shown at the bottom.
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Fig.  5    CT image (A) and SPECT images before (B)
and after (C) scatter and attenuation correction of a
circular cylinder phantom containing 7 small cylinders
with different radioactivity levels. D shows a diagram
of the phantom. The relationship between radioactivity
counts on the SPECT image and the true radioactivity
levels within the cylinders is shown before (E) and after
(F) scatter and attenuation correction.

Fig.  7    Two-dimensional polar maps of myocardial
perfusion SPECT in 4 patients with heart disease. The
images are uncorrected (upper row), corrected for
scatter and attenuation (middle row), and the differ-
ence between uncorrected and corrected images (bot-
tom row).

Fig.  6    SPECT images of a patient after the intravenous injection of 99mTc-tetrofosmin. Uncorrected
SPECT transverse images (upper row), X-ray CT derived attenuation map (middle row), and overlap-
ping image of X-ray CT and SPECT images (bottom row).
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maximization (MLEM) algorithm.19 X-ray CT slice data
were retrieved from the X-ray CT workstation via DICOM.
CT slices were then converted to a SPECT-like data vol-
ume (5.9 mm × 5.9 mm × 5.9 mm) for image fusion of
the CT and SPECT images. Image fusion was automati-
cally performed with computer software that made the CT
and SPECT data sets match by minimizing the distance
between the centroids of corresponding markers in the
two images.20 Finally, the validity of the image fusion was
evaluated on the computer display. After the CT images
were registered with the SPECT images, the CT number
was converted to the linear attenuation coefficient (µ) of
99mTc (140 keV). The following equations (1 and 2) were
used for the relationship between CT number and µ (/cm),
based on experimental studies and theoretical calcula-
tions.

µ = 0.152 × (CT + 1000)/1000 CT ≦ 0 (1)

µ = 0.020 × (CT + 1000)/1000 + 0.132 CT > 0 (2)

With this attenuation coefficient map and scatter-cor-
rected projection data, the scatter and attenuation-cor-
rected SPECT images were created by a MLEM method.

This system was evaluated with phantoms and patients.
Phantom studies were performed on an anthropomorphic
torso phantom with a cardiac insert (Data Spectrum,
Chapel Hill, NC) and a circular cylindrical phantom
(ANZAI Medical, Tokyo).

In the torso phantom, the lung was composed of a
mixture of water and polystyrene foam beams. 99mTcO4

−

was distributed in the water of the myocardium, liver and
background regions with concentrations of 0.5 MBq/ml,
0.2 MBq/ml and 0.07 MBq/ml, respectively. In a large
circular cylindrical phantom (diameter: 22 cm), 99mTcO4

−

was distributed in the water within 6 small cylinders
(diameter: 30 mm) and outside the cylinders. One small
cylinder (No. 1) contained only water. The concentrations
in the remaining cylinders and background were 0.1
MBq/ml (No. 2), 0.15 MBq/ml (No. 3), 0.22 MBq/ml (No.
4), 0.30 MBq/ml (No. 5), 0.50 MBq/ml (No. 6), 0.60
MBq/ml (No. 7) and 0.03 MBq/ml (background).

Patient studies were performed in 4 patients referred to
us for myocardial perfusion imaging. Informed consent
was obtained from all patients. The patients received 740
MBq of 99mTc-tetrofosmin intravenously. Thirty minutes
after the injection, SPECT and X-ray CT examinations
were performed one after another.

The scatter and attenuation-corrected SPECT images
were compared with ordinary SPECT images recon-
structed by the same MLEM method. In a cylindrical
phantom study, the relations between the counts and the
radioactive concentrations in small cylinders were exam-
ined in the attenuation-uncorrected and -corrected SPECT
images. The small circular region of interest (diameter: 3
pixels, 16.4 mm) was placed on the center of small
cylinder SPECT image and the mean count of pixels was
determined.

RESULTS

Phantom study
Figure 2 shows the uncorrected thoracic transverse SPECT
images, the attenuation coefficient maps and the exactly
overlapping SPECT and X-ray CT images obtained in the
torso phantom study. Figure 3 shows the SPECT images
and the myocardial polar maps before and after the scatter
and nonuniform attenuation correction process. A slight
improvement in image contrast was observed after the
scatter correction. By adding the NUAC, the artifactual
activity reduction in the inferior and infero-septal walls of
the myocardium was improved and apical reduction was
visualized more clearly. Conversely, the increased activ-
ity around the torso surface and lung areas was decreased.
Figure 4 shows the abdominal SPECT transverse images
and profile curves before and after the scatter and attenu-
ation correction process. The liver and background activ-
ity, which was originally uniform, again became uniform
after the NUAC.

Figure 5 shows the result of the cylindrical phantom
study. The counts of the centers of the cylinders were
recovered after the NUAC, and a distinct linear relation-
ship was observed between the counts on the SPECT
images and the true radioactivity within the small cylin-
ders (r = 0.987, p < 0.001).

Clinical study
Figure 6 shows the uncorrected SPECT images, the
attenuation coefficient maps, and the exactly overlapping
SPECT and X-ray CT images obtained in a patient. The
clinical study also showed a good overlapping of the
cardiac and skin surface outlines on the fused SPECT and
X-ray CT images. Figure 7 shows a summary of the
clinical myocardial perfusion study results for 4 patients.
The results of the correction process were similar to those
observed in the phantom study. After NUAC, the activity
in the inferior and infero-septal walls of the myocardium
increased and the apical reduction became more clearly
delineated.

Computer processing
After SPECT and X-ray CT image acquisition, the total
computer processing time for the development of the
scatter and attenuation-corrected image was less than 10
minutes. The most time-consuming process was the fu-
sion of the images. Although this process was automated,
confirmation and/or fine adjustments were performed on
the computer display if necessary, requiring a few min-
utes. Other processes, such as reconstruction by the MLEM
method, scatter correction and the creation of attenuation
maps, required less than one minute.

DISCUSSION

NUAC is an important issue for the improvement of
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image quality and quantitation measurements in SPECT
imaging. Methods for performing NUAC with transmis-
sion scans of an external source are available commer-
cially, but this process is not yet widely used in clinical
practice. One reason for this lack of popularization is that
this process sometimes generates serious image artifacts.
Patient motion, low-quality transmission scan images
resulting from low photon flux, and the algorithms that are
used, can cause inaccurate corrections. Other reasons
include the additional expenses for software and hard-
ware, and longer scan times. If an ordinary separate X-ray
CT could be used for this purpose, several of these
problems would be solved. Furthermore, the image qual-
ity of the transmission scan is undoubtedly improved. One
major problem with the use of separate X-ray CT is the
need to exactly match both images. Organs in the torso are
supple and easily distorted, depending on posture. To
solve this problem, several countermeasures were adopted
in this study including posture adjustment by means of a
laser beam and identical flat patient tables. Finally, the
automated image fusion was performed with computer
software that utilizes fiducial markers as guides. The
results of this study are considered to be extremely satis-
factory, as shown in the figures.

Compared to simultaneous transmission methods which
employ external sources, the major advantage of X-ray
CT is the ability to obtain high-quality anatomical and
pathological images simultaneously. The fusion of SPECT
and X-ray CT images is also an important subject in
nuclear medicine. This system enables both NUAC and
image fusion functions. The pathological information
obtained simultaneously from the X-ray CT may compen-
sate for the additional radiation exposure. A combined X-
ray CT and SPECT system is certainly close to the ideal
imaging system. Nevertheless, with regard to the efficient
utilization of high-performance X-ray CT equipment,
combined systems are often inefficient in their use of X-
ray CT scanner time. In our system, several SPECT or
PET apparatuses can share one high-performance X-ray
CT for NUAC and image fusion, and independent imag-
ing diagnosis with X-ray CT alone is also possible.

The conversion from X-ray CT values to the attenua-
tion coefficient of γ -rays is complicated because the
energy spectrum of γ-rays is finite, whereas X-rays are
continuous. The conversion equations used in previous
reports often differed; in this study, the conversion equa-
tion was determined by means of narrow beam experi-
ments and by referring to other reports.10–13 As a result,
attenuation correction was successfully achieved qual-
itatively and quantitatively, as shown in the figures. In
particular, the successful quantification of radiation counts
on the SPECT images may have a large impact on the
accurate evaluation of the functional states of normal and
diseased organs.

The additional time required for computer processing,
including iterative reconstruction, scatter and attenuation

correction, and image fusion, is relatively short. Although
the most time-consuming process is image fusion, the
fused image provides valuable precise anatomical-
functional correlations. Furthermore, the quality of the
anatomical image is much greater than that of images
obtained with transmission scan and external sources.

The combined SPECT and X-ray CT imaging system
described in this report appears to be clinically practical
and potentially useful for attenuation correction and the
image fusion of SPECT and X-ray CT images of the entire
body. Further investigations on the application of this
system to PET imaging are planned.
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